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Abstract: In this paper, the genesis of a vector co-ordinate with respect to
an axis is presented. Of the term of the co-ordinate almost everything has been
said in the literature. However, the author here has not found a single logical
picture of the whole of the co-ordinate. Bearing in mind the citation of H.
Poincaré, the genesis of that primary term of the calculus of vectors has been
put forward. For this purpose, the terms of the relative measure and projection
of a vector upon an axis are used. The term of the vector co-ordinate with
respect to an axis is defined based on the term the co-ordinate of the projection
of the vector upon an axis.
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*

“Of value is a new result whenever, by combining elements known for a long
time, but widespread and apparently alien to one another, it brings order sud-
denly where a pretence of disorder has ruled. Then, by a glance, it permits
overseeing each of those elements and the location the element occupies within
their assemblage. That new fact is not only valuable by itself, but it attributes
some value to all former facts, it incorporates.”

Henri Poincaré
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1. Vector Co-ordinate

The genesis of a very important basic term of the calculus of vectors, which
the vector co-ordinate with respect to an axis is [3], [4], is presented below.
That issue refers to vectors which represent diverse physical quantities. Let us
assume, there is the vector ~a, whose value differs from zero, i.e. | ~a |> 0. We
create the number 1

|~a| and multiply the vector by that number [5]. We obtain

the vector ~ao:

~ao =
1

| ~a |
~a,

where, e.g. for a acceleration vector:

(1) | ~ao |= |~a|
||~a|| =

|~a|[ m

s
2
]

|~a|[ m

s
2
] = 1,

(2) ~ao || ~a,

(3) ~ao ↑↑ ~a for 1
|~a| > 0.

We will call the vector ~ao a versor of the specific vector [5], where:

~a =| ~a | ·~ao.

Let there be the given axis s, defined by the versor ~so and designated (s,~so).
For the opposite vector we have:

as −~a ↑↑ ~so so −~a =| ~a | ~so, therefore ~a = − | ~a | ~so.

That means, when the vector ~a is directed in accordance with the versor ~so,
we obtain:

~a =| ~a | ~so,

and when the vector ~a is directed against the versor ~so we obtain:

~a = − | ~a | ~so.

There appears the question. Is it possible to represent, by one equation,
any vector lying in the axis, irrespectively whether or not the vector runs in
or opposite the direction of the axis (see [3], [4])? The answer is positive, if
we introduce the term of the relative measure [2], referred to as the vector
co-ordinate with respect to an axis, defined and designated as follows:

as =| ~a |, if ~a ↑↑ ~so, as = − | ~a |, if ~a ↑↓ ~so, see [2].

Therefore, for each vector we have:

~a = as · ~so (see [2]) ,

as well as the same wersor for every vectorial physical size, lying on axis.

Let us note that the aforesaid definition of the vector co-ordinate with
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respect to an axis relates to vectors which lie in a specific axis. In identifying
the co-ordinate of a vector which does not lie in an axis, requires the definition
of the term of the projection of a vector upon an axis.

Let there the axis s, defined by the versor ~so, and any vector ~a, located
askew to that axis in space. Let us assume, between the vector and axis there
is the angle α > 0.

The projection of the vector ~a upon the axis (s,~so) is referred by us as the
vector ~as [1], [5] and we specify it by means of the following information:

(1) | ~as |=| ~a || cos α |,

(2) ~as || ~so,

(3) ~as ↑↑ ~so, if −π

2 < α < π

2 ,

~as ↑↓ ~so, if π

2 < α < 3π

2 .

Let us note that the projection of the velocity vector of a point upon a
screen, which moves at an angle to the screen, equals to the velocity vector
of shadow of that point, which shadow moves on the screen. Therefore, the
projection of a vector is another vector.

Based on the term of the projection of a vector upon an axis, we define the
co-ordinate of the vector ~a to the axis s, which vector does not lie in the axis.
Let us note that the projection of the vector ~a upon the axis, that is of the
vector ~as, because the latter lies in the axis, may be represented by us through
multiplying the projection of the vector ~as to the axis s, and the versor ~so of
the axis:

~as = (coordin.~as)s · ~so.

Designating with the letter as the co-ordinate of the projection of the vec-
tor ~a upon the axis s, that is of the vector ~as, with respect to the axis s:
(coordin.~as)s = as the projection of the vector ~as is expressed by the equation:

~as = as · ~so.

Let us also note that the co-ordinate of the projection of the vector ~a upon
the axis s, that is of the vector ~as, may be expressed by the formula:

as =| ~as |=| ~a || cos α |=| ~a | cos α,

if ~as ↑↑ ~so, because then, for cos α > 0 | cos α |= cos α, and

as = − | ~as |= − | ~a || cos α |= − | ~a | (− cos α) =| ~a | cos α,

if ~as ↑↓ ~so, because then, for cos α < 0 | cos α |= − cos α, hence

as = (coordin.~as)s =| ~a | cos α , (see [1], [5]).

Now that for each case we have the identical formula, leaning only on vector ~a,
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we may formulate the definition of the co-ordinate of the vector ~a to an axis,
which vector does not lie in the axis.

The co-ordinate of the vector ~a to the axis (s,~so), which vector does not lie
in the axis, equals to the co-ordinate of the projection of the vector ~a upon the
axis, with respect to that axis [5], that is:

(coordin.~a)s = (coordin.~as)s = as =| ~a | cos α.

Also we have [1], [5]:

~as = (coordin.~as)s · ~so = (coordin.~a)s · ~so = as · ~so.

Based on the foregoing findings, we formulate two more definitions of the
co-ordinate of a vector with respect to an axis.

Definition 1. The co-ordinate of the vector ~a with respect to the axis s,
defined by the versor ~so, is referred to as the number equal to the product of
the value of that vector and the cosine of the angle between the vector and axis
s, and is expressed by the formula:

as =| ~a | cos α.

Definition 2. The co-ordinate of the vector ~a with respect to the axis s,
defined by the versor ~so, is equal to the value of the projection of the vector ~a

upon the axis s, if the projection is directed in agreement with the versor ~so,
or is equal to the value of the projection of the vector ~a upon the axis s, with
the precedent negative sign, if the projection is directed opposite to the versor
~so, and the co-ordinate is defined by the equations:

as =| ~as |, if ~as ↑↑ ~so, and as = − | ~as |, if ~as ↑↓ ~so.

In theoretical considerations we make use of the first definition, whereas in
practical cases it is easier to apply the second definition.
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